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(Easy Fake Book). This series of beginning fake books for players new to "faking" includes: 100

memorable songs, all in the key of C * lyrics * chords which have been simplified, but remain true to

each tune * easy-to-read, large music notation. Songs from the '70s edition include: American Pie *

Baby, I Love Your Way * Crocodile Rock * Drift Away * Free Bird * I'll Take You There * Joy to the

World * Let It Be * My Way * Stayin' Alive * Wonderful Tonight * Y.M.C.A. * dozens more.
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Not only is the engraving large and easy to read - the binding allows the book to stay open on a

music stand all by itself!Each song is in the key of C and uses the five basic chords (major, minor,

seventh, augmented, and diminished.) So here you have the lyrics and melodies for over 100

classics - 'My Sweet Lord' by George Harrison, 'Still the Same' by Bob Seger, 'How Deep Is Your

Love' by the Bee Gees, 'If' by Bread, and the list goes on.

If you remembered the seventies, you will be thrilled with the selection of music you will easily be

able to play. These books are the greatest thing since sliced bread if you ask me. I took endless

piano lessons as a child, and eventually wound up as many youngsters do, being dragged kicking

and screaming to my lessons. What "kid" wants to learn how to play little bits of Mozart, Bach and

Beethoven? NO, they want to learn how to play things they can relate to, and many of the songs



contained in the fake book will be familiar to even the youngest learner as they have never left the

radio waves over the decades. Had this been available for me when I was younger, I would have

been thrilled to continue my lessons. If you can read music, you can play right out of the book upon

arrival, if not, you can purchase key stickers to help you get started. These books are wonderful

because they have also included a teaching chord chart in the back. You can take it out if you like,

and have it on the piano next to the music in order to familiarize yourself with chords you may not

remember or know. This is a great way to entertain yourself or even your friends.

Good but very basic version of the Seventies tunes. I would have preferred more interesting chord

changes. But for someone who is a beginning to intermediate guitar player or pianist this a very

functional book.

I initially borrowed this book from the library...liked it so much, I decided to buy it. Like playing my

old favorite songs when I want to hear them.

This book has a really good selection of songs. If you can play from a Fake Book, and grew up in

the 70s, you will enjoy this book.

its OK however i would not buy another fake book again

Bought for wife, she loved it!

This fake book is excellent and provides the familiar music of the seventies which makes it "easy

playing".
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